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1. Introduction
Multi-domain image-to-image translation aims to translate an image from one domain into another. A domain is
characterized by a set of attributes, where each attribute is
a meaningful property of an image. Recently, this imageto-image translation problem received considerable attention following the emergence of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [5] and its conditional variants [20]. While
most existing methods [10, 27, 31, 16] focus on imageto-image translation between two domains, several multidomain methods are proposed recently [4, 7, 30], which are
capable of changing multiple attributes simultaneously. For
example, in the application of facial attribute editing, one
can change hair color and expression simultaneously.
Despite the impressive results of recent multi-domain
methods [4, 7], they have two limitations. First, these methods assume binary attributes and therefore are not designed
for attribute interpolation. Although we can feed realvalued attributes into their generators, we found that their
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Abstract
Multi-domain image-to-image translation has gained increasing attention recently. Previous methods take an image and some target attributes as inputs and generate an
output image with the desired attributes. However, such
methods have two limitations. First, these methods assume
binary-valued attributes and thus cannot yield satisfactory
results for fine-grained control. Second, these methods require specifying the entire set of target attributes, even if
most of the attributes would not be changed. To address
these limitations, we propose RelGAN, a new method for
multi-domain image-to-image translation. The key idea is to
use relative attributes, which describes the desired change
on selected attributes. Our method is capable of modifying images by changing particular attributes of interest in
a continuous manner while preserving the other attributes.
Experimental results demonstrate both the quantitative and
qualitative effectiveness of our method on the tasks of facial
attribute transfer and interpolation.
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Figure 1. Top: Comparing facial attribute transfer via relative and
target attributes. (a) Existing target-attribute-based methods do
not know whether each attribute is required to change or not, thus
could over-emphasize some attributes. In this example, StarGAN
changes the hair color but strengthens the degree of smile. (b)
RelGAN only modifies the hair color and preserves the other attributes (including smile) because their relative attributes are zero.
Bottom: By adjusting the relative attributes in a continuous manner, RelGAN provides a realistic interpolation between before and
after attribute transfer.

interpolation quality is unsatisfactory because their models trained on binary-valued attributes. (Our model remedies this shortcoming by training on real-valued relative attributes with additional discriminators.) A smooth and realistic interpolation between before and after editing is important because it enables fine-grained control over the strength
of each attribute (e.g., the percentage of brown vs. blond
hair color, or the degree of smile/happiness).
Second, these methods require a complete attribute representation to specify the target domain, even if only a subset of attributes is manipulated. In other words, a user has to
15914
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Figure 2. RelGAN. Our model consists of a single generator G and three discriminators D = {DReal , DMatch , DInterp }. G conditions on
an input image and relative attributes (top left), and performs facial attribute transfer or interpolation (top right). During training, G aims
to fool the following three discriminators (bottom): DReal tries to distinguish between real images and generated images. DMatch aims to
distinguish between real triplets and generated/wrong triplets. DInterp tries to predict the degree of interpolation.

not only set the attributes of interest to the desired values but
also identify the values of the unchanged attributes from the
input image. This poses a challenge for fine-grained control, because a user does not know the underlying real value
of each unchanged attribute.
To overcome these limitations, our key idea is that, unlike previous methods which take as input a pair (x, â) of
the original image x and target attributes â, we take (x, v),
where v is the relative attributes defined as the difference
between the original attributes a and the target ones â, i.e.,
v , â − a. The values of the relative attributes directly
encode how much each attribute is required to change. In
particular, non-zero values correspond to attributes of interest, while zero values correspond to unchanged attributes.
Figure 1 illustrates our method with examples of facial attribute transfer and interpolation.
In this paper, we propose a relative-attribute-based
method, dubbed RelGAN, for multi-domain image-toimage translation. RelGAN consists of a single generator
G and three discriminators D = {DReal , DMatch , DInterp },
which are respectively responsible for guiding G to learn
to generate (1) realistic images, (2) accurate translations in
terms of the relative attributes, and (3) realistic interpolations. Figure 2 provides an overview of RelGAN.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose RelGAN, a relative-attribute-based method
for multi-domain image-to-image translation. RelGAN is
based on the change of each attribute, and avoids the need
to know the full attributes of an input image.
2. To learn a generator conditioned on the relative attributes,

we propose a matching-aware discriminator that determines
whether an input-output pair matches the relative attributes.
3. We propose an interpolation discriminator to improve the
interpolation quality.
4. We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of RelGAN on facial attribute transfer and interpolation. Experimental results show that RelGAN achieves better results
than state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work
We review works most related to ours and focus on conditional image generation and facial attribute transfer. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [5] are powerful unsupervised generative models that have gained significant
attention in recent years. Conditional generative adversarial
networks (cGANs) [20] extend GANs by conditioning both
the generator and the discriminator on additional information.
Text-to-image synthesis and image-to-image translation
can be treated as a cGAN that conditions on text and image,
respectively. For text-to-image synthesis, Reed et al. [24]
proposed a matching-aware discriminator to improve the
quality of generated images. Inspired by this work, we
propose a matching-aware conditional discriminator. StackGAN++ [29] uses a combination of an unconditional and a
conditional loss as its adversarial loss. For image-to-image
translation, pix2pix [10] is a supervised approach based on
cGANs. To alleviate the problem of acquiring paired data
for supervised learning, unpaired image-to-image transla25915

tion methods [27, 31, 16, 9] have recently received increasing attention. CycleGAN [31], the most representative
method, learns two generative models and regularizes them
by the cycle consistency loss.
Recent methods for facial attribute transfer [22, 15, 4,
7, 30, 23] formulate the problem as unpaired multi-domain
image-to-image translation. IcGAN [22] trains a cGAN and
an encoder, and combines them into a single model that allows manipulating multiple attributes. StarGAN [4] uses a
single generator that takes as input an image and the target attributes to perform multi-domain image translation.
AttGAN [7], similar to StarGAN, performs facial attribute
transfer based on the target attributes. However, AttGAN
uses an encoder-decoder architecture and treats the attribute
information as a part of the latent representation, which is
similar to IcGAN. ModularGAN [30] proposes a modular
architecture consisting of several reusable and composable
modules. GANimation [23] trains its model on facial images with real-valued attribute labels and thus can achieve
impressive results on facial expression interpolation.
StarGAN [4] and AttGAN [7] are two representative
methods in multi-domain image-to-image translation. RelGAN is fundamentally different from them in three aspects.
First, RelGAN employs a relative-attribute-based formulation rather than a target-attribute-based formulation. Second, both StarGAN and AttGAN adopt auxiliary classifiers
to guide the learning of image translation, while RelGAN’s
generator is guided by the proposed matching-aware discriminator, whose design follows the concept of conditional
GANs [20] and is tailored for relative attributes. Third, we
take a step towards continuous manipulation by incorporating an interpolation discriminator into our framework.

domain. Both a and â are n-dimensional vectors. We define the relative attribute vector between a and â as
v , â − a,

(1)

which naturally represents the desired change of attributes
in modifying the input image x into the output image y.
We argue that expressing the user’s editing requirement
by the relative attribute representation is straightforward
and intuitive. For example, if image attributes are binaryvalued (0 or 1), the corresponding relative attribute representation is three-valued (−1, 0, 1), where each value corresponds to a user’s action to a binary attribute: turn on (+1),
turn off (−1), or unchanged (0). From this example, we can
see that relative attributes encode the user requirement and
have an intuitive meaning.
Next, facial attribute interpolation via relative attributes
is rather straightforward: to perform an interpolation between x and G(x, v), we simply apply G(x, αv), where
α ∈ [0, 1] is an interpolation coefficient.

3.2. Adversarial Loss
We apply adversarial loss [5] to make the generated images indistinguishable from the real images. The adversarial loss can be written as:
min max LReal = Ex [log DReal (x)]
G

DReal

(2)
+ Ex,v [log(1 − DReal (G(x, v)))] ,

where the generator G tries to generate images that look
realistic. The discriminator DReal is unconditional and aims
to distinguish between the real images and the generated
images.

3. Method

3.3. Conditional Adversarial Loss

In this paper, we consider that a domain is characterized by an n-dimensional attribute vector a =
[a(1) , a(2) , . . . , a(n) ]T , where each attribute a(i) is a meaningful property of a facial image, such as age, gender, or
hair color. Our goal is to translate an input image x into an
output image y such that y looks realistic and has the target
attributes, where some user-specified attributes are different
from the original ones while the other attributes remain the
same. To this end, we propose to learn a mapping function
(x, v) 7→ y, where v is the relative attribute vector that represents the desired change of attributes. Figure 2 gives an
overview of RelGAN. In the following subsections, we first
introduce relative attributes, then we describe the components of the RelGAN model.

We require not only that the output image G(x, v)
should look realistic, but also that the difference between
x and G(x, v) should match the relative attributes v. To
achieve this requirement, we adopt the concept of conditional GANs [20] and introduce a conditional discriminator DMatch that takes as inputs an image and the conditional
variables, which is the pair (x, v). The conditional adversarial loss can be written as:

3.1. Relative Attributes
Consider an image x, its attribute vector a as the original domain, and the target attribute vector â as the target



min max LMatch = Ex,v,x′ log DMatch (x, v, x′ )
G

DMatch

(3)

+ Ex,v [log(1 − DMatch (x, v, G(x, v)))] .

From this equation, we can see that DMatch takes a triplet
as input. In particular, DMatch aims to distinguish between
two types of triplets: real triplets (x, v, x′ ) and fake triplets
(x, v, G(x, v)). A real triplet (x, v, x′ ) is comprised of
two real images (x, x′ ) and the relative attribute vector
v = a′ − a, where a′ and a are the attribute vector of x′
and x respectively. Here, we would like to emphasize that
35916

our training data is unpaired, i.e., x and x′ are of different
identities with different attributes.
Inspired by the matching-aware discriminator [24], we
propose to incorporate a third type of triplets: wrong triplet,
which consists of two real images with mismatched relative
attributes. By adding wrong triplets, DMatch tries to classify
the real triplets as +1 (real and matched) while both the fake
and the wrong triplets as −1 (fake or mismatched). In particular, we create wrong triplets using the following simple
procedure: given a real triplet expressed by (x, a′ − a, x′ ),
we replace one of these four variables by a new one to create a wrong triplet. By doing so, we obtain four different
wrong triplets. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of our
conditional adversarial loss.
Algorithm 1 Conditional adversarial loss
1: function MATCH LOSS(x1 , x2 , x3 , a1 , a2 , a3 )
2:
v12 , v32 , v13 ← a2 − a1 , a2 − a3 , a3 − a1
3:
sr ← DMatch (x1 , v12 , x2 ) {real triplet}
4:
sf ← DMatch (x1 , v12 , G(x1 , v12 )) {fake triplet}
5:
sw1 ← DMatch (x3 , v12 , x2 ) {wrong triplet}
6:
sw2 ← DMatch (x1 , v32 , x2 ) {wrong triplet}
7:
sw3 ← DMatch (x1 , v13 , x2 ) {wrong triplet}
8:
sw4 ← DMatch (x1 , v12 , x3 ) {wrong triplet}
P4
2
2
2
9:
LD
Match ← (sr − 1) + sf +
i=1 swi
2
10:
LG
Match ← (sf − 1)
D
G
11:
return LMatch , LMatch

where G degenerates into an auto-encoder and tries to reconstruct x itself. We use L1 norm in both reconstruction
losses.

3.5. Interpolation Loss
Our generator interpolates between an image x and its
translated one G(x, v) via G(x, αv), where α is an interpolation coefficient. To achieve a high-quality interpolation,
we encourage the interpolated images G(x, αv) to appear
realistic. Specifically, inspired by [1], we propose a regularizer that aims to make G(x, αv) indistinguishable from the
non-interpolated output images, i.e., G(x, 0) and G(x, v).
To this end, we introduce our third discriminator DInterp to
compete with our generator G. The goal of DInterp is to
take an generated image as input and predict its degree of
interpolation α̂, which is defined as α̂ = min(α, 1 − α),
where α̂ = 0 means no interpolation and α̂ = 0.5 means
maximum interpolation. By predicting α̂, we resolve the
ambiguity between α and 1 − α.
The interpolation discriminator DInterp minimizes the
following loss:
2

min LD
Interp = Ex,v,α [ kDInterp (G(x, αv)) − α̂k

DInterp

2

+ kDInterp (G(x, 0))k

(6)

2

+ kDInterp (G(x, v))k ],

3.4. Reconstruction Loss
By minimizing the unconditional and the conditional adversarial loss, G is trained to generate an output image
G(x, v) such that G(x, v) looks realistic and the difference
between x and G(x, v) matches the relative attributes v.
However, there is no guarantee that G only modifies those
attribute-related contents while preserves all the other aspects from a low level (such as background appearance) to
a high level (such as the identity of an facial image). To alleviate this problem, we propose a cycle-reconstruction loss
and a self-reconstruction loss to regularize our generator.
Cycle-reconstruction loss. We adopt the concept of cycle consistency [31] and require that G(:, v) and G(:
, −v) should be the inverse of each other. Our cyclereconstruction loss is written as
min LCycle = Ex,v [kG(G(x, v), −v) − xk1 ] .
G

where the first term aims at recovering â from G(x, αv).
The second and the third term encourage DInterp to output
zero for the non-interpolated images. The objective function of G is modified by adding the following loss:
h
i
2
min LG
,
Interp = Ex,v,α kDInterp (G(x, αv))k
G

where G tries to fool DInterp to think that G(x, αv) is noninterpolated. In practice, we find empirically that the following modified loss stabilizes the adversarial training process:

(4)

2
min LD
Interp = Ex,v,α [ kDInterp (G(x, αv)) − α̂k

DInterp

Self-reconstruction loss. When the relative attribute vector
is a zero vector 0, which means that no attribute is changed,
the output image G(x, 0) should be as close as possible to
x. To this end, we define the self-reconstruction loss as:
min LSelf = Ex [kG(x, 0) − xk1 ] ,
G

(5)

(7)

(8)

+ kDInterp (G(x, I[α > 0.5]v))k2 ],

where I[·] is the indicator function that equals to 1 if its
argument is true and 0 otherwise. Algorithm 2 shows the
G
pseudo-code of LD
Interp and LInterp .
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Figure 3. Facial attribute transfer results of RelGAN on the CelebA-HQ dataset.

Algorithm 2 Interpolation loss
1: function INTERP LOSS(x, v)
2:
α ∼ U(0, 1)
3:
y0 ← DInterp (G(x, 0)) {non-interpolated image}
4:
y1 ← DInterp (G(x, v)) {non-interpolated image}
5:
yα ← DInterp (G(x, αv)) {interpolated image}
6:
if α ≤ 0.5 then
2
2
7:
LD
Interp ← y0 + (yα − α)
8:
else
2
2
9:
LD
Interp ← y1 + (yα − (1 − α))
10:
11:

2
LG
Interp ← yα
D
return LInterp , LG
Interp

3.6. Full Loss
To stabilize the training process, we add orthogonal regularization [2] into our loss function. Finally, the full loss
function for D = {DReal , DMatch , DInterp } and for G are expressed, respectively, as

attribute transfer (Section 4.4), facial image reconstruction (Section 4.5), and facial attribute interpolation (Section 4.6). Lastly, we present the results of the user study
(Section 4.7).

4.1. Dataset
CelebA. The CelebFaces Attributes Dataset (CelebA) [17]
contains 202,599 face images of celebrities, annotated with
40 binary attributes such as hair colors, gender, age. We
center crop these images to 178 × 178 and resize them to
256 × 256.
CelebA-HQ. Karras et al. [12] created a high-quality version of CelebA dataset, which consists of 30,000 images
generated by upsampling the CelebA images with an adversarially trained super-resolution model.
FFHQ. The Flickr-Faces-HQ Dataset (FFHQ) [13] consists
of 70,000 high quality facial images at 1024 × 1024 resolution. This dataset has a larger variation than the CelebA-HQ
dataset.

4.2. Implementation Details
D
min LD = −LReal + λ1 LD
Match + λ2 LInterp
D

(9)

and
G
min LG = LReal + λ1 LG
Match + λ2 LInterp
G

(10)

+ λ3 LCycle + λ4 LSelf + λ5 LOrtho ,
where λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , and λ5 are hyper-parameters that control the relative importance of each loss.

4. Experiments
In this section, we perform extensive experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of RelGAN. We first describe
the experimental settings (Section 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3). Then
we show the experimental results on the tasks of facial

The images of the three datasets are center cropped and
resized to 256 × 256. Our generator network, adapted from
StarGAN [4], is composed of two convolutional layers with
a stride of 2 for down-sampling, six residual blocks, and
two transposed convolutional layers with a stride of 2 for
up-sampling. We use switchable normalization [18] in the
generator. Our discriminators D = {DReal , DMatch , DInterp }
have a shared feature sub-network comprised of six convolutional layers with a stride of 2. Each discriminator has its
output layers added onto the feature sub-network. Please
see the supplementary material for more details about the
network architecture.
For LReal (Equation 2) and LMatch (Equation 3), we use
LSGANs-GP [19] for stabilizing the training process. For
the hyper-parameters in Equation 9 and 10, we use λ1 =
1, λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = 10, and λ5 = 10−6 . We use the
55918
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Figure 4. Facial attribute transfer results of StarGAN, AttGAN, and RelGAN on the CelebA-HQ dataset. Please zoom in for more details.
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n

Test set

RelGAN
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9
9
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CelebA
CelebA-HQ
CelebA-HQ

StarGAN AttGAN
10.15
13.18
49.28

10.74
11.73
13.45

4.68
6.99
10.35

CelebA-HQ
CelebA-HQ

9
17

FFHQ
FFHQ

34.80
69.74

25.53
27.25

17.51
22.74

CelebA-HQ
StarGAN
AttGAN
RelGAN

92.52
95.48
89.43
91.08

98.37
90.21
94.44
96.36

95.83
96.00
92.49
94.96

99.80
97.08
98.26
99.20

Images

Mustache

Smile

Pale Skin

Average

CelebA-HQ
StarGAN
AttGAN
RelGAN

97.90
89.87
95.35
94.57

94.20
90.56
90.30
92.93

96.70
96.56
98.23
96.79

96.47
93.68
94.07
95.13

Table 1. Visual quality comparison. We use Fréchet Inception
Distance (FID) for evaluating the visual quality (lower is better). n
is the number of attributes used in training. RelGAN achieves the
lowest FID score among the three methods in all the five settings.

Adam optimizer [14] with β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. We
train RelGAN from scratch with a learning rate of 5 × 10−5
and a batch size of 4 on the CelebA-HQ dataset. We train
for 100K iterations, which is about 13.3 epochs. Training
RelGAN on a GTX 1080 Ti GPU takes about 60 hours.

4.3. Baselines
We compare RelGAN with StarGAN [4] and
AttGAN [7], which are two representative methods in
multi-domain image-to-image translation. For both methods, we use the code released by the authors and train
their models on the CelebA-HQ dataset with their default
hyper-parameters.

4.4. Facial Attribute Transfer
Visual quality comparison. We use Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [8] (lower is better) as the evaluation metric
to measure the visual quality. We experimented with three
different training sets: CelebA with 9 attributes, CelebAHQ with 9 attributes, and CelebA-HQ with 17 attributes.
Table 1 shows the FID comparison of StarGAN, AttGAN,
and RelGAN. We can see that RelGAN consistently outperforms StarGAN and AttGAN for all the three training sets.
Additionally, we experimented with training on the CelebAHQ dataset while testing on the FFHQ dataset to evaluate
the generalization capability. Still, RelGAN achieves better
FID scores than the other methods.

Table 2. The classification accuracy (percentage, higher is better)
on the CelebA-HQ images and the generated images of StarGAN,
AttGAN, and RelGAN. For each attribute, the highest accuracy
among the three methods is highlighted in bold.

Classification accuracy. To quantitatively evaluate the
quality of image translation, we trained a facial attribute
classifier on the CelebA-HQ dataset using a Resnet-18 architecture [6]. We used a 90/10 split for training and testing. In Table 2, We report the classification accuracy on the
test set images and the generated images produced by StarGAN, AttGAN, and RelGAN. The accuracy on the CelebAHQ images serves as an upper-bound. RelGAN achieves
the highest average accuracy and rank 1st in 3 out of the 7
attributes.
Qualitative results. Figure 3 and 4 show the qualitative
results on facial attribute transfer. Figure 3 shows representative examples to demonstrate that RelGAN is capable
of generating high quality and realistic attribute transfer results. Figure 4 shows a visual comparison of the three methods. StarGAN’s results contain notable artifacts. AttGAN
yields blurry and less detailed results compared to RelGAN.
Conversely, RelGAN is capable of preserving unchanged
attributes. In the case of changing hair color, RelGAN preserves the smile attribute, while both StarGAN and AttGAN
make the woman’s mouth open due to their target-attributebased formulation. More qualitative results can be found in
65919

LReal

LMatch

√

√

LCycle + LSelf

√

Results

√

√

√

√

√

√

Table 3. Ablation study. From left to right: input, black hair, blond hair, brown hair, gender, mustache, pale skin, and smile.
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Figure 5. Facial attribute interpolation results of StarGAN, AttGAN, and RelGAN on the CelebA-HQ dataset.

Method
StarGAN
AttGAN
RelGAN
RelGAN
RelGAN

LCycle
√
√
√

LSelf

L1

L2

SSIM

√

0.1136
0.0640

0.023981
0.008724

0.567
0.722

√
√

0.1116
0.0179
0.0135

0.019721
0.000649
0.000463

0.731
0.939
0.947

Table 4. Facial image reconstruction. We measure the reconstruction error using L1 and L2 distance (lower is better), and
SSIM (higher is better).

Method
AttGAN
StarGAN
RelGAN w/o LInterp
RelGAN

Hair

Age

Gender

0.0491
0.0379
0.0363
0.0170

0.0449
0.0384
0.0308
0.0278

0.0426
0.0375
0.0375
0.0167

Table 5. Facial attribute interpolation. We measure the interpolation quality using the standard deviation of SSIM (Equation 11,
lower is better).

the supplementary material.
In Table 3, we show an ablation study of our loss function. We can see that: (1) Training without LCycle +LSelf (1st
row) cannot preserve identity. (2) Training without LMatch
(2nd row) only learns to reconstruct the input image. (3)
Training without LReal (3rd row) gives reasonable results.
(4) Training with full loss (4th row) yields the best results.

4.5. Facial Image Reconstruction
One important advantage of RelGAN is preserving the
unchanged attributes, which is a desirable property for facial attribute editing. When all the attributes are unchanged,
i.e., the target attribute vector is equal to the original one,
the facial attribute transfer task reduces to a reconstruction
task. Here, we evaluate the performance of facial image
reconstruction as a proxy metric to demonstrate that RelGAN better preserves the unchanged attributes.
To perform facial image reconstruction, we respectively
apply StarGAN and AttGAN by taking the original attributes as the target attributes, and apply RelGAN by taking a zero vector as the relative attributes. We measure L1,
L2 norm, and SSIM similarity [26] between the input and
75920

Method

Hair

Bangs Eyeglasses Gender Pale Skin Smile

StarGAN 0.00
0.74
AttGAN 27.71 34.32
RelGAN 72.29 64.94

1.11
19.19
79.70

1.11
28.78
64.65

0.74
20.66
78.60

Age

2.21
1.11
52.76 42.44
45.02 56.46

Mustache Reconstruction Interpolation
0.74
32.84
66.42

1.77
7.82
97.12

6.05
54.98
66.42

Table 6. The voting results of the user study (percentage, higher is better).

ages {x1 , · · · , xm−1 }, a high quality and smoothly-varying
interpolation implies that the appearance changes steadily
from x0 to xm . To this end, we compute the standard deviation of the SSIM scores between xi−1 and xi , i.e.,
σ({SSIM(xi−1 , xi )|i = 1, · · · , m}),

Figure 6. We use heat maps to visualize the difference between
two adjacent images. Top two rows: interpolation without LInterp
gives an inferior interpolation due to an abrupt change between
α = 0.7 and α = 0.8. Bottom two rows: interpolation with
LInterp gives better results since the appearance change is more
evenly distributed across the image sequence.

the output images. As shown in Table 4, StarGAN uses a
cycle-reconstruction loss only while AttGAN uses a selfreconstruction loss only. We evaluate three variants of RelGAN to uncover the contribution of LCycle and LSelf . The
results show that RelGAN without LCycle already outperforms StarGAN and AttGAN in terms of all the three metrics. RelGAN further improves the results.

4.6. Facial Attribute Interpolation
We next evaluate RelGAN on the task of facial attribute
interpolation. For both StarGAN and AttGAN, their interpolated images are generated by G (x, αa + (1 − α)â),
where a and â are the original and the target attribute vector, respectively. Our interpolated images are generated by
G(x, αv).
Qualitative results. As can be seen from Figure 5, StarGAN generates a non-smooth interpolation that the appearance change mainly happens between α = 0.4 and α = 0.6.
Both StarGAN and AttGAN have an abrupt change between
the input and the result with α = 0.1. In particular, the
blond hair attribute is not well preserved by both methods.
RelGAN achieves the most smooth-varying interpolation.
Quantitative evaluation. We use the following metric to
evaluate the interpolation quality. Given an input image
x0 , an output image xm , and a set of interpolated im-

(11)

where σ (·) computes the standard deviation. We use m =
10 in this experiment. A smaller standard deviation indicates a better interpolation quality. As shown in Table 5,
StarGAN is comparable to RelGAN without LInterp . RelGAN with LInterp effectively reduces the standard deviation,
showing that our interpolation is not only realistic but also
smoothly-varying. Figure 6 shows a visual comparison of
RelGAN with and without LInterp .

4.7. User Study
We conducted a user study to evaluate the image quality
of RelGAN. We consider 10 tasks, where eight are the facial
attribute transfer tasks (Section 4.4), one is the facial image
reconstruction (Section 4.5), and one is the facial attribute
interpolation (Section 4.6). 302 users were involved in this
study. Each user is asked to answer 40 questions, each of
which is generated from randomly sampling a Celeba-HQ
image and a task, and then applying StarGAN, AttGAN,
and RelGAN to obtain their result respectively. For the attribute transfer tasks, users are asked to pick the best result
among the three methods. For the other two tasks, we allow
users to vote for multiple results that look satisfactory. The
results of the user study are summarized in Table 6. RelGAN obtains the majority of votes in all the tasks except
the smile task.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel multi-domain imageto-image translation model based on relative attributes. By
taking relative attributes as input, our generator learns to
modify an image in terms of the attributes of interest while
preserves the other unchanged ones. Our model achieves
superior performance over the state-of-the-art methods in
terms of both visual quality and interpolation. Our future
work includes using more advanced adversarial learning
methods [11, 21, 3] and mask mechanisms [23, 30, 28, 25]
for further improvement.
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